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Motivation

- Long process to schedule out a service job
- Extra communication through landlord
- Lack of availability leads to a slow process
Motivation

- Can’t vet out vendors (plumbers and etc.,.)
- Still have to physically call and manually schedule your appointments
ScheduleMe

- All-in-one hub to schedule all things home-related
- Fast, intelligent, and automatic scheduling
- Matched vendors are trusted and/or vetted
ScheduleMe’s Solution

1. Submit a service request
2. Pick a vendor
3. Select a time
4. Pick a calendar to add to
Intelligent Scheduling

- Builds around user’s schedules
- Ensures travel buffer between jobs
- Minimizes total travel time
Builds around User Schedules

- Utilizes Google Calendar API
- Finds free time slots
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Final Thoughts

Saves Time
Easy and Convenient
Saves Money
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